Organizing Medical Camps in villages and rural parts benefit the villagers in a big way as they mostly do not go to take doctors advice or checkups for small ailments said, Deputy Chief Minister, Shri Chandrakant (Babu) Kavlekar. Small health problems, if neglected at primary level can cause severe problems in future he added.

Shri Kavlekar was speaking at the inaugural function of Free Homeopathic Medial Camp organized by Switzerland Medical Institution and Shree Kamaxidevi Homeopathic Medial College and Hospital, Shiroda in association with Dy. CM, Shri Kavlekar at Village Panchayat Hall, Khola yesterday.

Speaking further Shri Kavlekar praised the organizing team of doctors for giving their time to the rural people. He said drinking water facility, underground cabling of electricity and road networks are the upcoming works which will start soon in Khola Panchayat jurisdiction. Appealing for cooperation of every individual shri Kavlekar urged the people and elected representatives to work hand in hand for the development of their village and the State as a whole.

Zilla Panchayat Member, Khola, Shri Shanu Velip said that one should understand the importance of healthy life. Sarpanch, Village Panchayat, Khola, Smt Purna Nayak also spoke on the occasion.

Deputy Sarpanch, Pandhari Prabhudessai; Panch Members, Shri Ajay Pagi, Smt Cintia Fernandes, Shri Fondu Velip, Shri Guru Gaonkar, Shri Guru Velip, Dr Martin; President, BJP Quepem Block, Shri Sanjay Velip and others were present on the occasion.

Dr S D Naik welcomed while Dr Amisha Gaonkar proposed the vote of thanks.

Shri Kavlekar also launched various works in Khola Panchayat jurisdiction which includes foundation for filling of land at Government High School, Gaval; foundation of permanent shed for Ganvdhodo at Matimol, Khola a place where local rituals performed once in every three years; filling of land for vehicle parking place near church at Kajumol, Khola; inauguration of Shigmo Mand at Paryemol, Khola and Vagona, Khola.
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